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FAB Meeting #34 02/12/2021 
  
Attendance:  

● 6 UB Backbone Staff (David Harrington, Kassa Belay, Dionne Grayman, 
Athenia Rodney, Aileen Gonzalez, Briona Clark) 

● 20 FAB Members 
 
Objectives: 

● Leadership Council meeting summary and PAT plug-ins 
● Early Intervention updates 
● Review Community Cares project 

 
Icebreaker 
“What are you celebrating about Black History in 2021 in particular?” 

● “Black voices in children’s literature have grown so much in recent years, 
I’m enjoying exploring all of the options with my kids.” 

● “I’m over black history month, this year especially, because it highlights that 
Black people are a spectacle. We are learning about the creations of black 
inventors and why they innovated to make their own workloads lighter”  

● “I'm celebrating Black history by reading more Black literature, I just 
ordered "Four Hundred Souls: A Community History of African America" 

● “All the great food! I was able to take a cooking class with a program in 
Brooklyn and then the chef taught me to cook new foods and when I tell you 
I haven't cooked or eaten that well in...ever!” 

● “Affirming that Black History IS American history that happens 365 24/7.” 
● “Learning about Black History being made now”  
● “I’m celebrating by learning more Geechee language, a form of AAVE from 

my roots” 
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● “Celebrating Our Black Woman Vice President and our black Treasury 
Secretary, secretary of defense, and all the 1st black men and women to 
victoriously enter and move in spaces where we have historically been 
denied.” 

News and Updates 
● Free Prepared Meal Home Delivery 

○ Red Rabbit is offering free student breakfast and lunch deliveries for 
children who are not receiving any other food through the USDA 
sponsored meal programs 

○ Registration is currently full but a waitlist is available 
○ https://kennedy.myredrabbit.com/  

● Last month’s FAB: January 2021 
○ Welcomed EI Ambassador Aileen Gonzalez and discussed her role 
○ Leadership Council meeting preparation 

■ Collected the gaps and injustices from the 2020 pandemics 
■ Suggested corresponding points of recovery for 2021 

○ The selection of the 2nd FAB Fellow, Ruth Horry 
○ FAB Interim Meetings 

■ Continuous Quality Improvement trainings intro - updates 
coming soon 

■ Small business grant criteria, selection and marketing 
● This month’s PAT: February 2021 

○ Leadership Council meeting debrief 
○ Reviewed new EI Data and update on Aileen’s work  
○ Community Cares review 

Leadership Council Debrief 
PAT and FAB set the stage for the discussion with the Leadership Council  

● Twin Pandemics: Injustice to Recovery 
○ The twin pandemics of white supremacy and Covid-19 exacerbated 

the existing injustices for Brownsville residents in NYC 
○ Themes of pandemic recovery from the FAB and PAT consensus: 

■ Cultural sensitivity and competency in messaging and service 
delivery 
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■ Consideration for supporting those hardest to reach 
■ Collaboration with communities to understand experiences and 

needs 
■ Coordination between agencies and between community 

partners 
■ Accountability for injustices 

● Breakout Activity 
The backbone divided issues and participants by categories that were most 
interesting or relevant to them. The group used Mural to collaborate on 
possible solutions and partnership opportunities between stakeholders. 

○ Mural link: 
https://app.mural.co/t/unitedforbrownsville2584/m/unitedforbrownsvil
le2584/1611353622773/a67a1c8d2a26e1449d3802654e2d850669354
364 

○ Categories: 
■ Education 
■ Material Needs 
■ Testing and Vaccines 
■ Mental Health 
■ Routine Healthcare 

● UB 3 Follow Ups with LC 
○ Department of Health and Mental Hygeine  

■ The backbone has an upcoming meeting with the DOHMH to 
begin a partnership to explore town halls and other community 
facing information events about Covid vaccines and testing 

■ There must be a component of institutional acknowledgement 
of the racist history of medicine to build trust that would lead to 
vaccine equity 

■ Athenia recently hosted a successful event with medical 
professionals of color of differing expertise to answer questions 
about the vaccine  

○ Department of Education  
■ EarlyLearn, 3K, Pre-K enrollment boost 
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■ Remote learning instruction and tech support concerns 
■ EarlyLearn, 3K, Pre-K funding concerns 

● There are concerns about the long-term viability of early 
childhood programs because of possible financial deficit 
from Covid-19 related enrollment dips 

● Brownsville has had the biggest drop in enrollment 
city-wide  

● Backbone will have more information in coming weeks 
○ Mayor’s Office 

■ Access NYC: online tool which organizes support programs 
and resources in NYC  

■ Members of the Mayor’s Office will train Ruth and Athenia to 
use Access NYC to update UB’s Wellbeing Checklist 

■ The backbone may bring in FAB members to work on the 
project; More information is to come 

 
Early Intervention Data Update 

● Problem Summary: 2018 Data 
○ Through feedback from the FAB, we determined that Brownsville 

services were not administered the same as in other neighborhoods, 
which was confirmed by the data 

○ Goals 
■ Increase referrals of Black children to EI in Brownsville, which 

are lower than any other race city-wide 
■ Increase Black and Hispanic evaluations in Brownsville, which 

are lower than any other race city-wide 
■ Achieve Early Intervention equity through an increased receipt 

of services for Black and Hispanic children in Brownsville 
● New Data 

○ UB recently received updated neighborhood-level data for 2018-2020 
○ The Bureau of Early Intervention has now committed to providing 

consistent data to the Backbone so that UB can track our impact and 
determine what is working sooner 



 

○ Note that 2020 data is considered an outlier because of the pandemic  
● EI Referral Rates Citywide and Brownsville by Race  

○ Suddenly in 2019, the rate of referrals for Black Brownsville children 
is greater than the Black citywide rate for the first time and gets much 
closer to the city-wide average 

○ The Bureua of Early Intervention accredits this unprecedented change 
with the work of UB 

● EI Evaluations in Brownsville 
○ Referrals for Black children increased but evaluations stayed the same 
○ Latinx children are close to target 
○ Evaluations for Black children in Brownsville must increase 

● EI Waterfall 
○ The percentage of evaluations resulting from referrals is significantly 

lower for Black children in Brownsville than any other group, while 
Latinx rates are close to the city average 

○ To bring equity to the evaluation stage requires 18 more Black 
children and 1-2 more Latinx children evaluated in Brownsville  

○ To bring equity to the receipt of services stage of EI would lead to 5 
more Black children and 1-2 more Lantinx children receiving services 
in Brownsville  

○ Going forward, UB will continue to focus on referring more children 
by increasing awareness, which has proven to be effective 

○ Our other focus will be to build trusting relationships using the EI 
Ambassador role to help families continue through the difficult EI 
process and bring eligible children beyond referrals through to 
receiving services 

● New Data Takeaways 
○ The Bureau of Early Intervention has now committed to providing 

consistent data to the Backbone so that UB can track our impact and 
determine what is working sooner 

○ Note that 2020 data is considered an outlier because of the pandemic 
○ Increase referrals of black children by 8 
○ Increase evaluations of black children by 18 and Latinx by 1-2 



 

○ Key is establishing trust between Black people who have been 
affected by racism and institutions, who have historically been racist 
and or traumatic towards Black residents 

● Driver Diagram 
○ End Goal: Equity will be acheived when the percentage of eligible 

Black and Latinx children receiving services is equal to or greater than 
the NYC rate of 49% 

○ Primary Drivers 
■ Increase referrals of Black children in Brownsville to the NYC 

rate or higher 
■ Reduce eligible Brownsville Black and Latinx drop-off to the 

NYC average or less 
■ Increasing evaluations for Black and Latinx children in 

Brownsville to the NYC average or higher 
○ Secondary Drivers 

■ Inconsistent screening and referral processes 
■ Provider bias/racism and family engagement strategies 
■ Family misconceptions about EI, their role in it, and stigma 
■ Inconsistent provider follow up on referrals 
■ Evaluator shortages and delays 

○ Projects 
■ Screening to referral process standardization 
■ EI Family Ambassador, Aileen Gonzalez 
■ Standardizing the referral process 
■ Central evaluation station at the Greg Jackson Center 
■ Local evaluator hiring 

 
● EI Project Statuses 

○ EI Family Ambassador Aileen Gonzalez was hired! 
○ Screening to referral process standardization 

■ Some progress has been achieved with PAT process mapping 
and will be the subject of future PAT work 



 

■ Seeking academic expert partners to lead Brownsville-wide 
effort 

○ Referral follow up process  
■ EI Ambassador will assist with the process 
■ Seeking academic expert partners to lead a Brownsville-wide 

effort 
■ Process mapping will be future PAT work 

○ Evaluation station 
■ Working on approval to use the Greg Jackson Center as a site 
■ There is potential to use the Children’s Museum  

○ Local evaluator hiring 
■ Least focus of all projects so far 
■ Have not found the right partner to lead this work 

● FAB Feedback 
○ FAB members agree that these steps, especially the Greg Jackson 

Center, are the right direction to work towards our goal 
○ Aileen says that closing technology deficits in the digital divide would 

work towards increasing referral related primary drivers 
○ David would like Bureau of Early Intervention (BEI) to get data to the 

backbone Backbone faster 
■ Update: BEI agreed to share zip code level EI data on a 

quarterly basis with UB 
○ Maria asks: Is there somewhere for parents to go when they are 

approved for services but there are not any therapists available for our 
area resulting in a delay? 

■ Issue of a lack therapists willing to come to Brownsville to 
provide services 

■ Issue of too few non-English speaking providers  
○ Jamar: I wonder how long it takes from the referral process to actual 

evaluation. This time period seems to be the most crucial. 
■ They agreed to quarterly updates and we will be holding them 

accountable - David 
○ Is there a shortage of available service received because of COVID?  



 

○ Bashirah: Is there a directory of EI services available during 
COVID?  

■ Technically all agencies are open during covid. There is 
supposed to be a mix of in-person and remote services. There is 
some evidence that remote services are more available than 
ever before because it reduces travel and providers can dial in 
from everywhere, even from out of town. But there are obvious 
problems with that 

○ Kassa asked the FAB “Does anyone have reservations or possible 
drawbacks about using the Greg Jackson Center for receipt of 
services?” 
FAB Feedback: Overall, no, GJC is... 

■ Located in the middle of Brownsville making it accessible 
■ Many Brownsville children are already comfortable there 
■ Avoids parents having to have people in the home, which has 

already been identified by the FAB and PAT as a barrier to 
receipt of services for Brownsville children 

■ Therapist may be more inclined and removes opportunity for 
excuses 

■ Helps with the obstacle of the judgemental perception of 
Brownsville being viewed as unsafe for providers  

■ Removes fear of ACS associated with mandated reporting of 
home conditions 

■ Provides parents/families with dignity and privacy 
○ Aileen will look into space requirements and what makes families 

comfortable and uncomfortable in the Greg Jackson center 
○ Brooklyn Children’s Museum option 

■ There is a hurdle around transportation as it is more difficult to 
reach without car 

■ Looking into funding for transportation but GJC is currently the 
main focus 

Early Intervention Ambassador 
● About the EI Ambassador 



 

○ UB’s Early Intervention Ambassador began on Jan. 4th 2021 as the go 
to person, working to: 

■ Educate families to reduce stigma about EI 
■ Guide families through the EI referral process 
■ Liaise between families and service providers to support 

referrals and evaluations 
○ Profile: https://www.unitedforbrownsville.org/aileen-gonzalez 

● Progress Report 
○ Meetings with 11 service providers so far to provide support and build 

trust 
■ 5 in Education 
■ 5 in Social Services 
■ 1 in Health 

○ Organizations in Communication with the EI Ambassador 
■ SCO Family Services 
■ Grand Windham 
■ GABI 
■ UpWeeGrow 
■ HealthySteps Program at Brookdale 
■ Powerof2 
■ Brooklyn College 
■ CityProGroup 
■ New York Center for Infants and Toddlers 
■ Excellence Families 
■ DOHMH Bureau of EI 

○ Aileen can be reached by phone or email to be connected to interested 
families and service providers 

■ Email: agonzalez@community.solutions 
■ Phone: (646) 535-4228 

 
● Office Hours with the EI Ambassador for FAB 

○ The EI Ambassador will host office hours Monday through 
Wednesday 3-6pm and weekends 10am-2pm 
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○ FAB members are welcome to use this time to  
■ Learn more about Early Intervention and 
■ Discuss opportunities for new partnerships in Brownsville 
■ Provide feedback on EI agencies and experiences 
■ Advocate for residents in your community 
■ Hear stories about positive EI outcome 
■ Aileen’s experiences working with children in Brownsville 

○ FAB members can schedule a conversation with Aileen through 
calendly here: http://bit.ly/EIambassador 

○ Aileen is asking the FAB to please share knows about any trusted 
Healthcare Providers please share with the Backbone that Aileen can 
connect with them 

■ David Alexis noted he knows someone at Brookdale Family 
Center 

Community Cares 
● Project Overview: UB seeks to develop a collaboratively sourced standard of 

care and a corresponding infrastructure for resident-led conversations about 
providing care for the community 

● This project will give authentic feedback from serve receivers to service 
providers, lift up best practices from providers, identify gaps in care, and 
challenge long-standing assumptions about what it means to provide 
adequate, inadequate, or exemplary care to local families. 

● Goals  
○ Launch a resident-centered and decolonized accountability system 

between early childhood health, educational, and social service 
providers in Brownsville and the residents they serve 

○ Provide better care to Brownsville families according to their 
identified needs, priorities, and goals for their children 

● Grading Rubric  
○ Kassa shared the current rubric for Nurse Practitioner and reviewed 

certain questions to view how we can establish new standards of care 
in Brown 
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○ UB will be able to create a report about discrepancies between 
providers and patient perceptions 

● FAB Feedback 
○ The reviewed questions are spot on and relate to our experiences of 

inconsistencies in care 
○ We need to ensure the father’s perspective in being included therefore 

Backbone would like to invite all FAB members to recommend 
Brownsville men to join the FAB 

● Pilot Planning 
○ The backbone would like at least 7 FAB members to plan and 

implement the pilot for this project 
○ FAB and PAT participants approve a proposed process for pilot 

project planning and implementation 
○ Draft and co-edit rubrics appropriate for all participating PAT 

members’ locations and roles 
○ Incentive development and approval for pilot participants  

● FAB Discussion 
Backbone asks the FAB: What forms of support does the FAB need to fully 
engage in the pilot and feel comfortable leading conversations? What more 
do you need to know before deciding whether to join the CC Pilot 
subcommittee? 

○ Facilitation training 
■ Make collaborative pre-written scripts available to pose ideas in 

an effective way 
■ Public speaking help 

○ Developing materials, such as cue cards and visual aids 
○ Language training 
○ Travel reimbursement for future meetings 
○ Create FAB+Backbone-exclusive prep and debrief meetings 

● Big Questions 
○ How do we define impact for this project? 
○ What improved outcome for young children could this project 

produce? 



 

○ What data might show improvement beyond the scorecards? 
Backbone will report advancements made by the Community Cares 
subcommittee from other big questions back to FAB monthly. The 
subcommittee will flesh out details and mechanics which will then be 
reported back to the entire FAB for feedback. 

 
Next Steps 

● Continue to register for EI ambassador informational interviews by 
contacting us or using the link. 

● Register for Community Cares FAB Pilot subcommittee, registration form to 
come 

 


